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Sunset Park 2010-11-04
paul auster s sunset park is set in the sprawling flatlands of florida where twenty eight
year old miles is photographing the last lingering traces of families who have abandoned
their houses due to debt or foreclosure miles is haunted by guilt for having inadvertently
caused the death of his step brother a situation that caused him to flee his father and step
mother in new york seven years ago what keeps him in florida is his relationship with a
teenage high school girl pilar but when her family threatens to expose their relationship
miles decides to protect pilar by going back to brooklyn where he settles in a squat to
prepare himself to face the inevitable confrontation with his father a confrontation he has
been avoiding for years set against the backdrop of the devastating global recession and
pulsing with the energy of auster s previous novel invisible sunset park is as mythic as it is
contemporary as in love with baseball as it is with literature it is above all a story about
love and forgiveness not only among men and women but also between fathers and sons

Sunset Park 2016-06-14
in plina criza economica miles un tanar american de 28 de ani isi petrece vremea
cutreierand si fotografiind peisajul dezolant si obiectele lasate in urma de familiile nevoite
sa si paraseasca locuintele ipotecate ajunse in proprietatea bancilor tanarul are o istorie
plina de suferinta dupa un accident in urma caruia si a omorat fratele vitreg accidentul a
atras dupa sine izolarea de tata si de mama vitrega dupa ce relatia sa clandestina cu o
adolescenta minora declanseaza un scandal in familia fetei miles hotaraste sa se intoarca
pentru o scurta perioada in brooklyn unde se instaleaza intr o casa abandonata alaturi de
alti locatari si ei agresati de fauna sociala si de propria neputinta de adaptare sunset park
construieste o atmosfera de mit in plina contemporaneitate o poveste despre dragoste si
iertare nu doar intre barbati si femei ci si intre tati si fii

SUNSET PARK 2011-08-09
sunset parkin tapahtumat sijoittuvat lamavuoteen 2008 melkein kolmekymppinen miles
heller asuu floridassa missä hän siivoaa työkseen ulosmitattuja taloja ja harrastaa
hylättyjen esineiden kuvaamista hän on etääntynyt new yorkissa asuvista vanhemmistaan
koska kantaa syyllisyyttä veljensä kuolemasta rakkaussuhde hieman liian nuoreen
kuubalais amerikkalaiseen tyttöön saattaa milesin vaikeaan tilanteeseen joten hän päättää
muuttaa pois ainakin siksi aikaa kunnes tytöstä tulee täysi ikäinen ystävänsä bingin
kutsusta miles muuttaa hylättyyn taloon brooklynin sunset parkiin talon asukkaita uhkaa
häätö mutta kenelläkään heistä ei ole varaa asua muuallakaan paluu brooklyniin merkitsee
milesille myös väistämätöntä kohtaamista kuuluisan näyttelijä äidin ja lama ajasta kärsivän
kustantaja isän kanssa

Sunset Park 2010-12-02
la gioventù e il caso il cinema e il sesso new york e la scrittura le ambizioni e il rimorso la
morte ma soprattutto la vita nel nuovo romanzo di paul auster

Sunset Park (Versione italiana) 2016-03-01
this volume of paul auster s collected novels includes travels in the scriptorium man in the
dark invisible and sunset park



Collected Novels Volume Four 2012-01-30
en miles heller un jove enigmàtic de vint i pocs anys s ha enamorat d una noia menor d
edat enfonsat pel sentiment de culpa a causa de la pèrdua del seu germà fa set anys que
viu com un fugitiu i no es comunica ni amb el seu pare un editor independent que tracta
desesperadament de salvar el negoci i el seu matrimoni a més de restablir la relació amb
el seu fill ni amb la seva mare una reconeguda actriu ara torna a nova york i mentre
espera que la seva estimada sigui major d edat viu en una casa abandonada de sunset park
al cor de brooklyn amb un grup de joves en bing que és percussionista i treballa a l
hospital de les coses trencades l ellen una artista melancòlica que viu obsedida per visions
eròtiques i l alice una estudiant que està a punt d acabar la tesi aquests són alguns dels
personatges de sunset park una de les novel les més emotives i lluminoses de paul auster
cada element està saturat de significacions sobre les marques de la vida i en un temps de
crisi i canvis auster ens recorda les coses que són realment essencials l amor l art i la
miraculosa estranyesa que significa el fet de ser vius

Sunset Park 2020-02-27
大不況下のブルックリン 名門大を中退したマイルズは 霊園そばの廃屋に不法居住する個性豊かな仲間に加わる デブで偏屈なドラマーのビング 性的妄想が止まらない画家
志望のエレン 高学歴プアの大学院生アリス それぞれ苦悩を抱えつつ 不確かな未来へと歩み出す若者たちのリアルを描く 愛と葛藤と再生の物語

サンセット・パーク 2012-08-28
you think it will never happen to you that it cannot happen to you that you are the only
person world to whom none of these things will ever happen and then one by one they all
begin to happen to you in the same way they happen to everyone else in winter journal
paul auster moves through the events of his life in a series of memories grasped from the
point of view of his life now playing baseball as a teenager participating in the anti
vietnam demonstrations at columbia university seeking out prostitutes in paris almost
killing his second wife and child in a car accident falling in and out of live with his first
wife the scalding epiphanic moment of clarity in 1978 that set him on a new course as a
writer winter journal is a poignant memoir of ageing and memory written with all the
characteristic subtlety imagination and insight that readers of paul auster have come to
cherish an examination of the emotions of a man growing old this book has much to
recommend it and auster is unsparingly honest about himself financial times

Winter Journal 2008-09-04
i was looking for a quiet place to die someone recommended brooklyn and so the next
morning i travelled down there from westchester to scope out the terrain so begins paul
auster s remarkable new novel the brooklyn follies set against the backdrop of the
contested us election of 2000 it tells the story of nathan and tom an uncle and nephew
double act one in remission from lung cancer divorced and estranged from his only
daughter the other hiding away from his once promising academic career and indeed from
life in general having accidentally ended up in the same brooklyn neighbourhood they
discover a community teeming with life and passion when lucy a little girl who refuses to
speak comes into their lives there is suddenly a bridge from their pasts that offers them
the possibility of redemption infused with character mystery and humour these lives
intertwine and become bound together as auster brilliantly explores the wider terrain of
contemporary america a crucible of broken dreams and of human folly auster at the top of



his game this superb novel about human folly turns out to be tremendously wise new
statesman

The Brooklyn Follies 2012
miles heller es un joven introvertido que a los veinte años decidió dejar nueva york y
romper toda relación con sus padres siete años después no ha retomado el contacto y
reside en florida donde trabaja en una empresa que se dedica a vaciar y a limpiar los pisos
de los desahuciados para venderlos de nuevo a diferencia de sus compañeros que saquean
lo que pueden miles fotografía los objetos abandonados para demostrar que las familias
desaparecidas estuvieron alguna vez allí cuando pilar sánchez de dieciséis años entra en
su vida trunca todos sus planes mantener una relación con una menor puede costarle la
cárcel y la hermana mayor de pilar no duda en chantajearlos con ello por eso miles decide
volver a nueva york hasta que la joven cumpla dieciocho años y mientras tanto vivir en una
casa okupa en sunset park junto con unos amigos la vuelta a la gran ciudad desata un viaje
interior que lo enfrentará a antiguos fantasmas y abrirá heridas del pasado

Sunset Park 2022-05-19
a masterpiece daily mail absorbing and immersive the author s greatest novel ft
shortlisted for the man booker prize 2017 on march 3rd 1947 archibald isaac ferguson the
only child of rose and stanley ferguson is born from that single beginning ferguson s life
will take four simultaneous but entirely different paths family fortunes diverge loves and
friendships and passions contrast each version of ferguson s story rushes across the
fractured terrain of mid twentieth century america in this sweeping story of birthright and
possibility of love and the fullness of life itself remarkable a novel that contains multitudes
new york times a vast portrait of the turbulent mid 20th century wonderfully vividly
conveyed new statesman

Sunset Park (Edición mexicana) 2017-01-31
the beautiful and haunting san francisco chronicle tale of an orphan s search for love for
his unknown father and for the key to the elusive riddle of his fate from the author of the
forthcoming 4 3 2 1 a novel marco stanley fogg is an orphan a child of the sixties a quester
tirelessly seeking the key to his past the answers to the ultimate riddle of his fate as marco
journeys from the canyons of manhattan to the deserts of utah he encounters a gallery of
characters and a series of events as rich and surprising as any in modern fiction beginning
during the summer that men first walked on the moon and moving backward and forward
in time to span three generations moon palace is propelled by coincidence and memory
and illuminated by marvelous flights of lyricism and wit here is the most entertaining and
moving novel yet from an author well known for his breathtaking imagination from new
york times bestselling author paul auster the new york trilogy

4 3 2 1 2010-12-28
a tender masterpiece of love memory and loss from one of the world s great writers the
life of sy baumgartner noted author and soon to be retired philosophy professor has been
defined by his deep abiding love for his wife anna now anna is gone and baumgartner is
embarking on his seventies whilst trying to live with her absence but anna s voice is
everywhere still in every spiral of memory and reminiscence in each recalled episode of



the passionate forty years they shared rich with compassion wit and an eye for beauty in
the smallest most transient episodes of ordinary life baumgartner is one of auster s most
luminous works a tender late masterpiece of the ache of memory what readers are saying
perfect subtle charming funny and sad well written and compelling but also comforting
like catching up with an old friend this is a concise beautifully written and intelligent piece
of understated introspective fiction from auster

Moon Palace 2023-11-07
contains the red notebook why write accident report it don t mean a thing

Baumgartner 2002
舞台はニューヨーク ペンネームの下にミステリー作品を書いて生計を立てているクィン ある夜から続けてかかってきた間違い電話にきまぐれで耳を傾けると 声の主は探
偵ポール オースターを探しているという 現代アメリカ文学を牽引するオースターの記念すべきデビュー作

The Red Notebook 2007-07-31
一九六七年ニューヨーク 文学を志す大学生は 禁断の愛と突然の暴力に翻弄され 思わぬ道のりを辿る フランスへ 再びアメリカへ そしてカリブ海の小島へ 章ごとに異な
る声で語られる物語は 彼の人生の新たな側面を掘り起こしながら 見えざる部分の存在を読む者に突きつける 事実と記憶と物語をめぐる長篇小説

シティ・オブ・グラス 2018-09-27
korean edition of sunset park by paul auster sunset park may sound like a pretty place but
like much of brooklyn has a pretty and dated name sunset park is a squalor where waxed
28 year old miles ends up hiding after being threatened by his underage girlfriend pilar s
sister it s where miles hides and waits waits for pilar to turn 18 bing nathan alice
bergstrom ellen brice and jake baum share sunset park with miles these names including
miles s provide a hint for the rest of the book critics have touted sunset park as one of
auster s best in korean annotation copyright tsai fong books inc distributed by tsai fong
books inc

インヴィジブル 2013
sunset park beschreibt die hoffnungen und sorgen einer unvergesslichen schar von
menschen die in den dunkelsten zeiten der jüngsten amerikanischen wirtschaftskrise
zusammenkommen ein rätselhafter junger mann der wie besessen trümmer fotografiert
eine kühle cineastin mit hang zum androgynen ein politischer aktivist der in seiner klinik
für kaputte dinge artefakte einer verschwundenen welt repariert eine malerin erotischer
themen eine einst gefeierte schauspielerin die sich auf ihr comeback am broadway
vorbereitet ein kleinverleger der versucht seinen verlag und seine ehe zu retten die
dramatischen ereignisse die das schicksal von austers helden verbinden kulminieren in
einem besetzten haus im heruntergekommenen stadtteil sunset park brooklyn und sie
zeichnen ein bewegendes bild des heutigen amerika und seiner inneren dämonen

선셋 파크 2012
six days ago a man blew himself up by the side of a road in northern wisconsin the
explosion that detonates the narrative of paul auster s remarkable novel also ends the life
of its hero benjamin sachs and brings two fbi agents to the home of one of sachs s oldest



friends the writer peter aaron what follows is aaron s story an intricate subtle and
gripping investigation of another man s life in all its richness and complexity combining an
investigation of freedom and terrorism with all the tension mystery and allusive richness
familiar from auster s the new york trilogy or sunset park leviathan is an unmissable
addition to the canon of one of america s most spectacularly inventive writers times
literary supplement a brownian motion experiment of a plot chock a block with identity
swaps sideways sweeps and lateral leaps observer

Auster, Sunset Park 2014-06-19
for the first time in one volume two existential classics by internationally bestselling
novelist paul auster day night brings together two metaphysical novels that mirror each
other and are meant to be read in tandem two men each confined to a room one suddenly
alert to his existence the other desperate to escape into sleep in travels in the scriptorium
elderly mr blank wakes in an unfamiliar cell with no memory of who he is or how he got
there he must use the few objects he finds and the information imparted by the day s
string of visitors to cobble together an idea of his identity in man in the dark another old
man august brill suffering from insomnia struggles to push away thoughts of painful
personal losses by imagining what might have been who are we what is real and not real
how does the political intersect with the personal after great loss why are some of us
unable to go on one of america s greats time out chicago and a descendant of kafka and
borges booklist auster explores in these two small masterpieces some of our most pressing
philosophical concerns

Leviathan 2013-11-05
paul auster b 1947 is one of the most critically acclaimed and intensely studied authors in
america today his varied career as a novelist poet translator and filmmaker has attracted
scholarly scrutiny from a variety of critical perspectives the steadily rising arc of his large
readership has made him something of a popular culture figure with many appearances in
print interviews as well as on television the radio and the internet auster s best known
novel may be his first city of glass 1985 a grim and intellectually puzzling mystery that
belies its surface image as a detective novel and goes on to become a profound meditation
on transience and mortality the inadequacies of language and isolation fifteen more novels
have followed since then including the music of chance moon palace the book of illusions
and the brooklyn follies he has in the words of one critic given the phrase experimental
fiction a good name by fashioning bona fide literary works with all the rigor and intellect
demanded of the contemporary avant garde this volume the first of its kind on auster will
be useful to both scholars and students for the penetrating self analysis and the wide
range of biographical information and critical commentary it contains conversations with
paul auster covers all of auster s oeuvre from the new york trilogy of which city of glass is
a component to sunset park 2010 along with his screenplays for smoke 1995 and blue in
the face 1996 within auster nimbly discusses his poetry memoir nonfiction translations
and film directing

Day/Night 2013-01-24
in the beginning everything was alive the smallest objects were endowed with beating
hearts having recalled his life through the story of his physical self in winter journal
internationally best selling novelist paul auster now remembers the experience of his



development from within through the encounters of his interior self with the outer world
as well as through a selection of the revealing letters he sent to his first wife acclaimed
author lydia davis an impressionistic portrait of a writer coming of age report from the
interior moves from auster s baby s eye view of the man in the moon to his childhood
worship of the movie cowboy buster crabbe to the composition of his first poem at the age
of nine to his dawning awareness of the injustices of american life report from the interior
charts auster s moral political and intellectual journey as he inches his way toward
adulthood through the post war fifties and into the turbulent 1960s paul auster evokes the
sounds smells and tactile sensations that marked his early life and the many images that
came at him including moving images he adored cartoons he was in love with films until at
its unique climax the book breaks away from prose into pure imagery the final section of
report from the interior recapitulates the first three parts told in an album of pictures at
once a story of the times and the story of the emerging consciousness of a renowned
literary artist this four part work answers the challenge of autobiography in ways rarely if
ever seen before

Conversations with Paul Auster 2012-01
traditional chinese edition of sunset park by paul auster sunset park may sound like a
pretty place but like many brooklyn squalor with a pretty and dated name sunset park is a
squalor where waxed 28 year old miles ends up hiding after being threatened by his
underage girlfriend pilar s sister it s where miles hide and wait wait for pilar to turn 18
bing nathan alice bergstrom ellen brice and jake baum share sunset park with miles these
names including miles s provide a hint for the rest of the book critics have touted sunset
park as one of auster s best in traditional chinese distributed by tsai fong books inc

Sunset Park 2013-11-05
by the time nashe understood what was happening to him he was past the point of wanting
it to end paul auster fuses samuel beckett franz kafka and the brothers grimm in this
brilliant and unsettling parable following the death of his father jim nashe takes to the
open road in pursuit of a life of freedom but as the money runs out he finds that his sense
of disillusionment has only been compounded by his year on the road however after
picking up pozzi a hitchhiking gambler nashe finds himself drawn into a dangerous game
of high stakes poker with two eccentric and reclusive millionaires a rare experience of
contemporary fiction at its most thrilling new statesman

Report from the Interior 2011
from the author of the forthcoming 4 3 2 1 a novel a spare powerful intensely visionary
novel about the bare bones conditions of survival in a distant and unsettling future anna
blume is on a mission in an unnamed city of chaos and disaster its destitute inhabitants
scavenge garbage for food and shelter no industry exists and an elusive government
provides nothing but corruption anna wades through the filth to find her long lost brother
a one time journalist who may or may not be alive new york times bestselling author paul
auster the new york trilogy shows us a disturbing hobbesian society in this dystopian post
apocalyptic novel



日落公園 2014-07-17
i am alone in the dark turning the world around in my head as i struggle through another
bout of insomnia another white night in the great american wilderness seventy two year
old august brill is recovering from a car accident in his daughter s house in vermont when
sleep refuses to come he lies in bed and tells himself stories struggling to push back
thoughts about things he would rather forget his wife s recent death and the horrific
murder in iraq of his granddaughter s boyfriend titus brill a retired book critic imagines a
parallel world in which america is not at war with iraq but with itself in this other america
the twin towers did not fall on 9 11 and the 2000 election results led to secession as state
after state pulled away from the union and a bloody civil war ensued as the night
progresses brill s story grows increasingly intense and what he is so desperately trying to
avoid insists on being told joined in the early hours by his granddaughter he gradually
opens up to her and recounts another hidden story this time of his own marriage after she
falls asleep he at last finds the courage to revisit the trauma of titus s death passionate
and shocking political and personal man in the dark is a novel that reflects the
consequences of 9 11 that forces us to confront the blackness of night even as it
celebrates the existence of ordinary joys in a world capable of the most grotesque violence

The Music of Chance 1988-05-02
one day there is life and then suddenly it happens there is death so begins paul auster s
moving and personal meditation on fatherhood the first section portrait of an invisible man
reveals auster s memories and feelings after the death of his father in the book of memory
the perspective shifts to auster s role as a father the narrator a contemplates his
separation from his son his dying grandfather and the solitary nature of writing and story
telling

In the Country of Last Things 2008-09-04
a los angeles times book prize winner a boston globe best book of 2021 booker prize
shortlisted and new york times bestselling author paul auster s comprehensive landmark
biography of the great american writer stephen crane with burning boy celebrated
novelist paul auster tells the extraordinary story of stephen crane best known as the
author of the red badge of courage who transformed american literature through an
avalanche of original short stories novellas poems journalism and war reportage before his
life was cut short by tuberculosis at age twenty eight auster s probing account of this
singular life tracks crane as he rebounds from one perilous situation to the next a
controversial article written at twenty disrupts the course of the 1892 presidential
campaign a public battle with the new york police department over the false arrest of a
prostitute effectively exiles him from the city a star crossed love affair with an unhappily
married uptown girl tortures him a common law marriage to the proprietress of
jacksonville s most elegant bawdyhouse endures a shipwreck results in his near drowning
he withstands enemy fire to send dispatches from the spanish american war and then he
relocates to england where joseph conrad becomes his closest friend and henry james
weeps over his tragic early death in burning boy auster not only puts forth an immersive
read about an unforgettable life but also casting a dazzled eye on crane s astonishing
originality and productivity provides uniquely knowing insight into crane s creative
processes to produce the rarest of reading experiences the dramatic biography of a
brilliant writer as only another literary master could tell it



Man in the Dark 2010-11-25
i was twelve years old the first time i walked on water so begins mr vertigo the story of
walt an irrepressible orphan from the mid west under the tutelage of the mesmerising
master yehudi walt is taken back to the mysterious house on the plains to prepare not only
for the ability to fly but also for the stardom that will accompany it at the same time a
delighted race through 1920s americana and a richly allusive parable mr vertigo is a
compelling magical novel a work of true originality by a writer at the height of his powers
a virtuoso piece of storytelling by a master of the modern american fable the independent

The Invention of Solitude 2021-10-26
a late night phone call from a stranger involves quinn a mystery writer in a baffling
murder case stranger than his novels

Burning Boy 2010-11-25
the new york trilogy is perhaps the most astonishing work by one of america s most
consistently astonishing writers the trilogy is three cleverly interconnected novels that
exploit the elements of standard detective fiction and achieve a new genre that is all the
more gripping for its starkness it is a riveting work of detective fiction worthy of raymond
chandler and at the same time a profound and unsettling existentialist enquiry in the
tradition of kafka or borges in each story the search for clues leads to remarkable
coincidences in the universe as the simple act of trailing a man ultimately becomes a
startling investigation of what it means to be human the new york trilogy is the modern
novel at its finest a truly bold and arresting work of fiction with something to transfix and
astound every reader marks a new departure for the american novel observer a
shatteringly clever piece of work utterly gripping written with an acid sharpness that
leaves an indelible dent in the back of the mind sunday telegraph the new york trilogy
established him as the only author one could compare to samuel beckett guardian

Mr Vertigo 1987-04-07
paul auster provides the first extended analysis of auster s essays poetry fiction films and
collaborative projects it explores his key themes of identity language and writing
metropolitan living and community and storytelling and illusion by tracing how auster s
representations of new york and city life have matured from a position of urban nihilism to
qualified optimism the book shows how the variety of forms he works in influences the
treatment of his central concerns

City of Glass 2009
chosen by paul auster out of the four thousand stories submitted to his radio programme
on national public radio these 180 stories provide a wonderful portrait of america in the
twentieth century the requirement for selection was that each of the stories should be true
and each of the writers should not have been previously published the collection that has
emerged provides a richly varied and authentic voice for the american people whose lives
loves griefs regrets joys and sense of humour are vividly and honestly recounted
throughout and adeptly organised by auster into themed sections the section composed of
war stories stretches as far back as the civil war still the defining moment in american



history while the sequence of meditations conclude the volume with a true and abiding
sense of transcendence the resultant anthology is both an enduring hymn to the strange
everyday of contemporary american life and a masterclass in the art of storytelling

The New York Trilogy 2008-03-15
in this acrobatic and virtuosic collection paul auster traces the compulsion to make
literature in a selection of interviews as well as in the essay the red notebook itself auster
reflects upon his own work on the need to break down the boundary between living and
writing and on the use of certain genre conventions to penetrate matters of memory and
identity the red notebook both illuminates and undermines our accepted notions about
literature and guides us towards a finer understanding of the dangerously high stakes
involved in writing it also includes paul auster s impassioned essay a prayer for salman
rushdie as well as a set of striking and bittersweet reminiscences collected under the
apposite title why write

Paul Auster 2010-11-25
paul auster is one of the most acclaimed figures in american literature known primarily as
a novelist auster s films and various collaborations are now gaining more recognition evija
trofimova offers a radically different approach to the author s wider body of work
unpacking the fascinating web of relationships between his texts and presenting auster s
canon as a rhizomatic facto fictional network produced by a set of writing tools exploring
auster s literal and figurative use of these tools the typewriter the cigarette the
doppelgänger figure the city evija trofimova discovers auster s writing machine a device
that works both as a means to write and as a construct that manifests the emblematic
writer figure this is a book about assembling texts and textual networks the writing
machines that produce them and the ways such machines invest them with meaning
embarking on a scholarly quest that takes her from between the lines of auster s work to
between the streets of his beloved new york and finally to the man himself paul auster s
writing machine becomes not just a critical investigation but a critical collaboration
raising important questions about the ultimate meaning of auster s work and about the
relationship between texts their authors their readers and their critics

True Tales of American Life 2014-04-24
自己をめぐる文学的想像力に読む アメリカ文学のもうひとつの系譜 第27回サントリー学芸賞受賞図書

The Red Notebook 2014-08-28
one of america s greatest novelists dazzlingly reinvents the coming of age story in his most
passionate and surprising book to date sinuously constructed in four interlocking parts
paul auster s fifteenth novel opens in new york city in the spring of 1967 when twenty year
old adam walker an aspiring poet and student at columbia university meets the enigmatic
frenchman rudolf born and his silent and seductive girfriend margot before long walker
finds himself caught in a perverse triangle that leads to a sudden shocking act of violence
that will alter the course of his life three different narrators tell the story of invisible a
novel that travels in time from 1967 to 2007 and moves from morningside heights to the
left bank of paris to a remote island in the caribbean it is a book of youthful rage unbridled
sexual hunger and a relentless quest for justice with uncompromising insight auster takes



us into the shadowy borderland between truth and memory between authorship and
identity to produce a work of unforgettable power that confirms his reputation as one of
america s most spectacularly inventive writers

Paul Auster's Writing Machine 2017-05

アメリカン・ナルシス 2010-04-27

Invisible
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